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Disclaimer

The contents of this report  reflect  the views of the author who is responsible for the facts and the

accuracy of the data presented. The contents do not  necessarily reflect  the official views of the South

Carolina Department  of Transportat ion or Federal Highway Administ rat ion.  This report  does not

const itute a standard, specification, or regulat ion.

The State of South Carolina and the United States Government  do not  endorse products or

manufacturers. Trade or manufacturer’s names appear herein solely because they are considered

essent ial to the object  of this report.
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Executive Summary

The State of South Carolina has recently experienced numerous severe storm events result ing in

devastat ing floods. Specif ically, the flooding that  resulted from Hurricane M atthew in 2016

highlighted the need to produce inundat ion maps to be used by mult iple government  agencies and

partners for emergency response. As part  of SCDNR’s inundat ion mapping efforts for Hurricane

Florence, the 2D hydraulic modeling approach was ident ified as an efficient  and effect ive method for

delivering inundation mapping for large magnitude events.  This approach was again used to provide

inundat ion mapping for Hurricane Dorian in 2019 for emergency response.

The previous ext reme weather events have emphasized several crit ical needs for the State, including:

 Increase public awareness of flood hazards by ident ifying areas that may experience flooding,

 Provide a publicly available flood alert  system, and

 The need for more resilient  mit igation planning and emergency management .

To address these needs, SCDNR began pursuing funding to build a system that  prebuilds and displays

forecasted inundat ion maps for ut ilizat ion during storm events.

The funding provided under this Research Grant developed and quality-controlled flood inundat ion

libraries that  contain 10 flood frequency scenarios for both the Lit t le Pee Dee and the Lumber

Hydrologic Unit  Code (HUC 8) Watersheds.  The library informat ion was produced in the form of depth

rasters.  The depth rasters were loaded into the SC Flood IM PACT website library repository.  The

repository is programed to display the appropriate depth raster that  corresponds to the forecasted

event .  The website will automat ically update as the forecast  is refined and once the rainfall event  has

ended, the site updates based on precipitat ion data and USGS/ NWS gauge informat ion.

Access to the inundation informat ion will be limited for general users to just  the extent of inundation

boundary.  Employees of SCDOT will be able to request  elevated access that  will provide the ability to

view the depth raster.  SCDOT will be provided a list  of its employees that are request ing access to

verify if this level of access is needed.  Also, SCDOT will notify SCDNR to remove access to any

employees that have left  the agency or no longer need elevated access.  SCDNR will provide on an

agreed upon timeframe a list  of SCDOT employees with access to audit .

The informat ion produced augments the SC Flood IM PACT website and assists in providing state and

local officials, as well as the public, with a reliable and accessible resource to communicate flood

hazards and ident ify areas at  risk of flooding.

Completion of the first  phase of the SC Flood IM PACT website, flood inundat ion libraries for the Lit t le

Pee Dee and Lumber HUC 8 Watersheds has set  a precedent for the state of South Carolina. It  is

hopeful that  with future funding, SC Flood IM PACT website will cont inue to propel the State as one of

the leading states in the country for flood awareness and preparedness.  We recommend addit ional
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funding for enhancements that  could increase funct ionality of the website.  Examples of future

enhancements are as follows:

 Toggle of Storm Events

 M ore enhanced calibrat ion and verificat ion of storm events

 Hydrographs at structure locat ions

 Produce specialized reports

 Finish out Coastal inundat ion

 Finish out Riverine (HUC 8) M odeling

One of the benefits result ing from this project  is 2D modeling which ident ifies all areas that are at  risk

of flooding, as opposed to 1D modeling which focuses on a single st ream. As a result , SC Flood IM PACT

different iates itself in this regard compared to similar websites that  only display flooding within a mile

upstream or downstream of a st ream that has a U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) gauge. Likewise,

Federal Emergency Management  Agency’s (FEM A) National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) tends to

only cover st reams with a drainage area of at  least  1 square mile, ignoring smaller st reams, pluvial,

and urban flooding. SC Flood IM PACT provides all flooding whether that be a rural farmer’s crop, a

small st ream in the backyard of a home, or the Great  Pee Dee River. The statewide coverage will reach

more end users and provide a unique product  in comparison to the alternatives.

Providing this informat ion days in advance of the arrival of a large magnitude storm aids state agency

and their partners in emergency response and preparat ions.  As a result  of the inundat ion library,

flood inundat ion maps will no longer need to be created as an event-by-event  basis. The SC Flood

IM PACT website will provide instantaneous forecast  inundat ion maps automat ically on the website

up to 84 hours in advance of forecasted storm events.  The forecast  is updated every three hours.
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1.  Introduction

The State of South Carolina has experienced mult iple severe storms and floods in the recent years

result ing in the need for more precise informat ion prior to a flood event  (see Error! Reference source

not found.). SCDNR’s extensive knowledge and experience from producing the FEM A Flood Insurance

Studies provided the framework to produce inundat ion mapping. After producing inundat ion mapping

for Hurricane M atthew, SCDNR began applying for funding to build the SC Flood IM PACT website. The

init ial funding for the website was provided by the Hazard M it igat ion Grant Program (HM GP). That

funding covered the development  of the website and the funct ionality that is available at  this t ime

(see Appendix B).  The initial funding only provided modeling and inundation library repositories for

the Black River Watershed and the Charleston County Coast . The ult imate goal is for the ent ire state

to have inundat ion models and library repositories.  SCDOT, through this project , provided funding to

produce modeling and inundat ion library repositories for the Lit t le Pee Dee and the Lumber River

Watersheds.
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Figure 1. Recent M ajor Storms (SC State Climatology Office)
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The flooding that resulted from Hurricane M atthew in 2016 highlighted the need to produce

inundat ion maps to be used by mult iple government  agencies and partners for emergency response.

As part  of SCDNRs inundat ion mapping efforts for Hurricane Florence in 2018, the 2D hydraulic

modeling approach was ident ified as an efficient  and effect ive method for delivering inundat ion

mapping for large magnitude events.  This approach was again used to provide inundat ion mapping

for Hurricane Dorian in 2019 for emergency response.

These ext reme weather events have emphasized several crit ical needs for the State, including:

 Increase public awareness of flood hazards by ident ifying areas that may experience flooding,

 Provide a publicly available flood alert  system, and

 The need for more resilient  mit igation planning and emergency management .

SC Flood IM PACT is the proposed solut ion to address these crit ical needs as the State will benefit

great ly from instantaneous forecasts, accessible flood informat ion, and an alert  system. SC Flood

IM PACT is a library of  pre-run HEC-RAS 2D models and associated databases. Access to the library is

granted based on user level as there are several users (such as federal and local governmental

agencies, the public, etc.) and their use range from mit igat ion planning to emergency management .

Within SC Flood IM PACT are several goals discussed below including statewide coverage, mult iple

scenarios, holist ic approach, data-driven reasoning, and comprehension.

Goals of SC Flood IM PACT:

 Statewide coverage

 M ult iple scenarios available

 Holist ic approach to flooding

 Data-driven reasoning and analysis

 Ability to provide informat ion quickly and effect ively to all users

For SCDOT, the significance of SC Flood IM PACT includes but  is not  limited to:

 Inundat ion scenarios that will ident ify areas that are at  risk for flooding,

 Ability to create and export  exhibits (maps) of areas forecasted to flood, and

 Determine where measures need to be taken to keep the roads open (e.g. HESCO barriers).
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2.  Literature Review

The flood inundat ion libraries that were produced for the Lit t le Pee Dee and Lumber Watersheds

direct ly augment  SC Flood IMPACT.  SC Flood IM PACT is a unique project  in that it  was not rest ricted

by any standard protocol, which paved the way for innovat ive methodologies. As a result , many

specialized procedures were developed and ut ilized. These alternat ive procedures were explored and

invest igated to ensure that  the most-informed path was taken. Ult imately, the decision on which

methodology to use was based on:

 Fulfilling the purpose of the project  and its many uses,

 M ost effect ive and reasonably performed within constraints such as budget , data

management, technology, and resources,

 Expandability and scalability to other regions of South Carolina,

 Tailored to the geography of the southeast  as opposed to nat ional implementat ion, and

 Interface between components such as how well it  funct ions with other aspects of the system.

A review of exist ing similar applicat ions was conducted and based on this current  system, no other

system present ly performs in this manner.  The closest  comparison would be Flood Inundat ion

M apping Network (FIMAN) which ut ilizes 1D modeling for the state of North Carolina. This system

appears to be the most  accurate at  the gage and decreases in accuracy as you move further away

from the gage.

2.1 The System

2.1.1  One-Dimensional (1D) vs Two-Dimensional (2D) Hydraulic M odeling

All 2D models were created using Hydrologic Engineering Center - River Analysis System (HEC-RAS).

HEC-RAS is a software program that models the hydraulics of water flow through natural rivers and

other channels. It  is designed to perform one-dimensional and two-dimensional hydraulic calculat ions

for a full network of natural or constructed channels, overbank, and floodplain areas. The software

allows simulat ing flow in natural or art ificial channels to calculate the water level for performing flood

studies and determining the areas that are likely to flood.

Historically, 1D modeling has been used to ident ify flood risk areas; however, SC Flood IM PACT uses

2D models due to the justifications found in Error! Reference source not found. below:
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Table 1. 1D vs 2D Hydraulic M odeling Comparison (AECOM )

Item 1D 2D

Study Area

Limited to flooding in main

st reams (only between cross

sections)

Captures all areas that  can

flood as 2D is not  limited to

a single stream or t ributary

Accuracy

M ost applicable in well-defined

channels (such as a st ream in

mountainous terrain) since only

one direct ion of flow is analyzed

Enhanced capability for

ident ifying backwater and

swampy regions as flow can

travel in mult iple

direct ions.

Standards Well-Defined and Researched

Cont inually evolving (“ early

adopter”  phase of

technology cycle)

Expandability
Limited capabilit ies in the long

term

Programmed to endure

future complexit ies and

capabilit ies. Modeling

software is consistent ly

being revised and

enhanced.

Computat ion

Very quick computation t ime

(typically less than 1 minute) and

minimal storage required

Computat ion t ime could

take hours up to weeks.

For numerous simulat ions,

Cloud Comput ing and Data

infrast ructure is

recommended.  Storage

size can be high (>10 GB)

Labor

Heavy on human assumptions

and definit ions to perform tasks

with low amount  of computer

processing

Heavy on model calibration,

but allows the computer to

process most of the

computat ions

Results
Limited to informat ion at several

hundred cross sect ions

Informat ion available at

millions of locat ions.

HEC-RAS versions 5.07, 6.0 and 6.1 were used for Lit t le Pee Dee and Lumber watersheds. HEC-RAS

version 6.1 became available as the project  was ongoing.

2.1.2 Library vs Live Run

Ideally, SC Flood IM PACT would run storm scenarios on an event-by-event  basis; but pract ically, the

storm events must  be stored in a library. This comes down to three t ime-related and one cost -related

factor for considerat ion for determining the choice of library vs. live run.

First , determining when the forecast  is within acceptable accuracy to commence running the model

as the forecast  typically improves closer to the arrival of the storm. It  is assumed that three days out
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is a reasonably accurate t imeframe to begin flood predict ions and refining the forecast  as the weather

event  gets closer.

Second, determining how much lead t ime is required before the storm occurs. This t ime period is

assumed to be at least  one day as this would be the minimum amount  of t ime the public would need

to evacuate.

Third, establishing how much t ime and cost  is required for the models to run. For hurricane events,

all models would need to run in half a day or less. M odels could take hours to weeks to run depending

on their size and complexity. Regarding cost , running a model for each weather event  would be

excessively expensive versus using an exist ing library repository. A storm event  from the library may

be used for mult iple storms with similar input  predictions; whereas, on the impromptu modeling is

constrained to a specific storm.

2.1.3 Forecasting Sources

Forecast ing sources that  were considered for this project  were provided by the following inst itut ions:

 Nat ional Weather Service (NWS),

 NWS Nat ional Water Center,

 NWS Weather Predict ion Center,

 European Centre for M edium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECM WF),

 Nat ional Oceanic and Atmosphere Administ ration (NOAA), and

 Southeast  River Forecast Center (SERFC).

2.2 Hydrologic and Hydraulic M odeling

This sect ion discusses the input  data used for the hydrology and hydraulic modeling performed as

part of this project.

2.2.1 Digital Elevation M odel (DEM )

A DEM  is a representat ion of the bare earth topographic surface of the Earth excluding t rees,

buildings, and any other surface objects. All DEM s were based on Light  Detect ion and Ranging (LiDAR)

and were provided by SCDNR.

2.2.2 Land Use, Land Cover, and Curve Numbers

Nat ional Land Cover Database (NLCD) 2016 coverage and Natural Resources Conservat ion Service

(NRCS) soils data were used to determine the Curve Number (CN).  The CN is an input  parameter

accounting for losses in the system such as vegetat ion, erosion, ground saturat ion, aerial reduct ion

factor, etc. Regarding the geography of South Carolina, the CN values are adjusted based on prior

modeling experience and calibrat ion to historic events.

2.2.3 M anning’s n Values

M anning’s n values are another input  parameter that  measures roughness and directs the speed of

flow. Nat ional coverage was developed for the 2D computational mesh using roughness values for
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given NLCD land classificat ions shown in Table 2. Similarly, to the CN, the M anning’s n variables were

calibrated to the land characterist ics of South Carolina and are model specific.

Table 2. Roughness Coefficients (NLCD)

NLCD Classification
Grid

Code

M inimum

Values

M aximum

Values

Open Water 11 0.025 0.033

Developed, Open Space 21 0.01 0.05

Developed, Low Intensity 22 0.038 0.063

Developed, M edium Intensity 23 0.056 0.094

Developed, High Intensity 24 0.075 0.125

Barren Land 31 0.025 0.035

Deciduous Forest 41 0.1 0.16

Evergreen Forest 42 0.1 0.16

M ixed Forest 43 0.1 0.16

Scrub/ Shrub 52 0.035 0.07

Grassland/ Herbaceous 71 0.025 0.035

Pasture/ Hay 81 0.03 0.05

Cult ivated Crops 82 0.025 0.06

Woody Wet lands 90 0.1 0.17

Emergent  Herbaceous

Wet land
95 0.075 0.17

2.2.4  Precipitation

While rainfall is complex, hydraulic modeling simplifies rainfall to three factors:

1. Quantity (depth in inches) of rain,

2. Spatial dist ribution (where it  falls), and

3. Temporal dist ribution (intensity over t ime).

Precipitat ion dist ribut ions were compared to historical rainfall and the NOAA At las Third Quart ile was

found most similar; therefore, this rainfall dist ribut ion was applied in the models.

2.2.4.1 Spatial Distribution

Precipitat ion rarely falls at  the same depth and intensity for an ent ire region. For example, Error!

Reference source not found. below represents the non-uniform precipitat ion during the October

2015 storm event.
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Figure 2. Precipitation Distribution (NWS Greenville-Spartanburg)

Theoret ically, to account for spat ial rainfall variat ion, the 2D model size may be limited to a small area

no larger than 50 square miles. The area of interest  would then be broken into many models and

eventually brought  back together. However, this process is unreasonable for such large watersheds;

therefore, spat ial variat ion is accounted only between large, modeled areas and not within the model

itself. The approach described above is the most  conservat ive as it  represents rain falling uniformly

throughout the entire watershed.

If desired, spat ial variat ion can be addressed at  a later phase as addit ional events can always be

generated and added to the library.

2.2.4.2 Depths

Precipitat ion depths are taken from NOAA At las 14 at  mult iple precipitat ion points. These point

depths are averaged over the model and a best  fit  formula is created to interpolate to any storm

event .

The maximum rainfall on a record for a 24-hour period for South Carolina is 14.8 inches

(approximately 0.1% Annual Exceedance Probability as determined by NOAA, see Figure 3). However,
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the NWS Nat ional Predict ion Center has recorded the maximum total rainfall from a t ropical cyclone

was 23.6 inches (Figure 4).  Storms that last  two to four days commonly reach depths greater than the

1,000-year rainfall event .

Figure 3. M aximum 24-HR Rainfall on Record (NOAA)

Furthermore, upon comparing South Carolina to other neighboring southeastern states, the rainfall

in SC is observed to be among the lowest . For example, North Carolina’s record is 150% higher, Florida

190%, and Texas 270%. Even if South Carolina is an out lier, rain from North Carolina will flow into

South Carolina through watersheds that  span both states. This leaves South Carolina in a vulnerable

posit ion and increases the likelihood of flooding.
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Figure 4. M aximum Tropical Cyclone Rainfall Records per State (NWS Weather Prediction Center)

Lastly, SC Flood IM PACT understands that  it  is crit ical to be more precise during a 1,000-year flood

event  (although those occurrences are less frequent) t han for a 2-year storm event  (although that is

more common) because it  is the larger events that have the greatest risk to life and property.

2.2.5  Dams and Levees

Potential flooding and increased discharges from dam or levee breaches were not considered at  this

t ime as the variat ions in flooding would be extensive and require numerous addit ional model runs.  If

desired, these scenarios could be created for future phases.

2.2.6  Breaklines

Breaklines are a set  of polylines used to change the way the mesh (model area) is created and

therefore the ability for water to convey. They are used to force cell faces to follow a terrain ridge or

high point  and are applied at  all major t ransportat ion lines that  can be determined within the DEM .

Breaklines can also be added to other features within the DEM  such as levees and around ponds.

2.2.7  Structures

As-built  survey data (such as culvert  dimensions and bridges) were not inserted into the model.

However, where deemed appropriate, adjustments were applied to more realist ically convey the

effect that  st ructures have on flow.
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2.2.8  Inundation M apping

Inundat ion boundary extents and rasters were developed for mult iple storm events. The flood maps

were refined from the init ial output of HEC-RAS due to the rain-on-grid mechanism, which maps any

depth of  0.001 feet  or  greater. A flooding depth of 0.001 feet  is too shallow to pose a danger to the

public and ident ifying it  on the website is unnecessary. Therefore, in order to focus on flooding depths

that  pose a danger to life and property, the flooding is only displayed at  1.0 feet  or higher.  The figure

below compares HEC-RAS raw boundary extents (yellow, depth of 0.001 ft ) to refined results (blue,

greater than 1 foot). Not ice that  many neighborhoods would be displayed as flooded (yellow)

boundaries, but after refined results (blue) the flooding is most ly contained within the st reets as

opposed to the channels.

Figure 5. Flood Inundation Boundary (SC Flood IM PACT)
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3.  M ethodology

3.1 Library of Events

SC Flood IM PACT is a library of pre-run HEC-RAS 2D models and associated databases. Access to the

library is granted based on user level as there are several users (such as federal and local

governmental agencies, the public, etc.) and their use range from mit igat ion planning to emergency

management.

3.2 Algorithms

SC Flood IM PACT considers major factors that  contribute to flooding such as precipitat ion,

st reamflow, t idal influence, init ial model condit ions, and dam releases (see Figure 6 below). From

each of these factors, data is cont inuously analyzed using algorithms mult iple t imes each day. The end

goal is for the algorithm to choose an event  from the library to display. By default , the website will

not display a flooding scenario from the library until an event  is t riggered by the algorithm.

Figure 6. Input Parameters (SC Flood IM PACT)

Precipitation Streamflow

Initial ConditionsTides Dams & Levees
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3.3 Verification

SC Flood IM PACT records informat ion into a database that  may be used to:

 Improve forecasts by understanding which factors to ut ilize, ignore, or adjust ,

 Find gaps within the system and priorit ize areas of improvement ,

 Improve the accuracy of flooding events with enhanced algorithms,

 Enhance the quality of assumpt ions in future areas or addit ional events in an exist ing area,

and

 M ore efficient ly communicate flooding events and historical results.

3.4 Quality Assurance and Quality Control

Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality Control (QC) were performed on all major aspects of this project

including hydrology, hydraulic modeling, calibrat ion, mapping, verificat ion, and website creation.

These categories consisted of numerous tasks to ensure each component of SC Flood IM PACT was

funct ioning properly.

Passing was determined if the appropriate data sets, methodologies, and acceptable tolerances were

applied. For example, the most  up-to-date LiDAR datasets from SCDNR were ut ilized, as well as the

most  recent SC Regression equations.

The quality control checklist  is shown in Table 3 and is discussed in further detail below:

Table 3. QA & QC Checklist (AECOM  and SCDNR)

Hydrology QA & QC: PASS FAIL

Watershed Delineat ion X

Soil Type, Land Use, Manning’s n values X

Precipitat ion Depth, Durat ion and Temporal Dist ribut ions X

Riverine Flows: Magnitude, Timing, and Relat ions X

Interpolated and Extrapolated Hydrologic Values X

Coastal Condit ions X

Hydraulic QA & QC: PASS FAIL

Hydrology applied appropriately to the model X

Digital Elevat ion Model X

Breaklines X

M odel Stability and Error Reduction X

Calibrat ion QA & QC: PASS FAIL

Regression Equat ions X

Rat ing Curves X

Historical Events and High Water M arks X

FEM A Nat ional Flood Hazard Layer X
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M apping QA & QC: PASS FAIL

Non-threatening flooding removed X

Flooding gaps removed X

Backwater X

Website QA & QC: PASS FAIL

Load & Speed Test ing X

Bug Testing X

Website Fires automat ically X

Verification QA & QC: PASS FAIL

External and Internal Source Accountability X

Non-convent ional means X

Database checks X

Hydrology quality assurance and control process starts with the delineat ion of the models to ensure that

runoff from rainfall, backwater riverine effects, and coastal storm surge were properly being accounted

for within the model. Several init ial 2D models were run to test these variables and adjustments were

made as necessary. Other datasets such as M anning’s n values, land use, and soil type were adjusted per

watershed area.

Hydraulic quality assurance and control consisted of evaluat ing the model’s stability and volume percent

error.  The goal was to be under a 5% volumetric error. The majority of the models had a fraction of a

percent  of error.

Calibrat ion quality assurance and control was the most  extensive step as it  ensured the 2D model was

reasonable and included mult iple examinat ions. One assessment  was to compare the DEM  to historical

gage records to determine the appropriate start ing water surface elevat ions and incorporate DEM

modifications as needed. Init ial models were run, and adjustments made to the 2D mesh and DEM , unt il

f low conveyance was reasonable. Riverine flows and stages were compared to regression equat ions,

FEM A Effect ive FIS, High Water Marks, and photographs. Furthermore, historical gage data was analyzed

to ensure t iming, magnitude, and volume of the riverine flows were reasonable. While each historic storm

as different , an ensemble and range of appropriate controls were created to ensure the theoret ical event

was reflect ive of the area.

SCDNR and AECOM  performed internal reviews of each modeling result  and mesh cell data. Examples

include ensuring that if mesh cells peak to an unreasonable ext reme, those cells were adjusted to a normal

level based on neighboring cells.

The website underwent an internal QC and QA from AECOM  and SCDNR. Both organizat ions reviewed the

website’s features, funct ionality, and performed tests for any bugs. AECOM  also performed load and

speed test ing capabilit ies of the website.
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4.  Findings

Flood Frequency Libraries were developed for the Lit t le Pee Dee and the Lumber HUC 8 Watersheds.

The libraries contain 10 flood frequency return intervals.  The libraries will display on the SCDNR SC

Flood IM PACT website during forecasted flood events. The SC Flood IM PACT website uses publicly

available Quant itative Precipitat ion Forecasts (QPF) data from the NWS Weather Predict ion Center,

and Quality Controlled precipitat ion from the Nat ional Centers for Environmental Informat ion, and

gauge data from U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and NWS stream gauges.  This information is then

used to have the website to pull the appropriate corresponding flood frequency layer from the

library.

Table 4 provides a list  of the flood frequency recurrence intervals and annual exceedance

probabilit ies (AEP) contained in each HUC 8 library.

Table 4.  Library Flood Frequencies (SC Flood IM PACT)

Recurrence Interval

(years)

Annual Exceedance

Probability (%)

10 10

25 4

50 2

100 1

150 0.67

250 0.4

500 0.2

1,000 0.1

1,500 0.067

2,000 0.05

Each library provides a range of flood frequency events from small magnitude (10% AEP) to larger than

historically recorded events (up to 0.05% AEP). An example of the depth rasters for the Lit t le Pee Dee and

Lumber watersheds is shown in Figure 7 below.

It  is important  to note that  the first  HUC 8 area modeled and uploaded to SC Flood IM PACT was Black

Watershed. This informat ion is relevant  as the methodologies ut ilized to build the Lit t le Pee Dee and

Lumber libraries were enhanced based on knowledge gained from developing the Black Watershed. In

addit ion, a storm occurred in February 2021 that caused the website to respond by displaying inundat ion

layers from the library. Please refer to Section 8.1 – Appendix A for more informat ion.
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Figure 7. 0.1% AEP Inundation Depth Raster for Little Pee Dee and Lumber Watersheds (SC Flood IM PACT)

In addit ion to displaying forecasted flood maps, the SC Flood IM PACT website also provides a system

for non-transportat ion related incidents (such as boat  ramps), displays USGS gauge informat ion,

ident ifies potent ially flooded buildings, t ransmits flood alerts, displays an interactive map viewer of

Federal Emergency M anagement  Agency (FEM A) Flood Insurance Rate M ap (FIRM ) informat ion, and

provides the ability to download effect ive county informat ion such as engineering models and coastal

data.  Please refer to Section 8.2 – Appendix B for a summary of all the website features.
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5.  Discussion

The proposed project  of ut ilizing 2D hydraulic modeling to produce quality-controlled flood

inundat ion libraries for Lit t le Pee Dee and Lumber watersheds has been achieved for this project.

There were various factors that  init ially affected the mapping results:

 Transit ion from HEC-RAS versions 5.0.7 to 6.1. Version 6.1 contained significant

improvements and new features to 2D modeling, methodologies, and techniques. This

t ransit ion contained a few relevant  bugs such as:

o Output  results from HEC-RAS did not account  for modifications to the terrain, and

o Various slope dimensions were auto adjusted by the model between 6.0 and 6.1 versions

result ing in excessively deep, art ificial detent ion areas.

While some of the challenges above were unant icipated, all were addressed and rect ified as part

of the quality control task.

Addit ional factors that  affected the results:

 It  is important  to note that  the depth is typically measured start ing at  either the normal water

surface elevat ion or at  ground level. Large water bodies may be deeper than indicated.

 For the general public, the flood maps will be presented as a solid boundary layer containing

flood depths of 1 foot  or greater.  For users w ith elevated access (such as SCDOT), the flood

maps will display depths of flooding in increments of one to two feet .

One of the main benefits of using rain-on-grid 2D modeling is that it  ident ifies all areas that are at  risk

of flooding, as opposed to 1D modeling which focuses on a single st ream. As a result , SC Flood IM PACT

different iates itself in this regard compared to similar websites that  only display flooding within a mile

upstream or downstream of a st ream that  has a USGS gauge. Likewise, FEM A’s Nat ional Flood

Insurance Program (NFIP) tends to only cover st reams with a drainage area of at  least  one square

mile, ignoring smaller st reams, pluvial, and urban f looding. SC Flood IM PACT displays flooding

whether that be a rural farmer’s crop, a small st ream in the backyard of a home, or the Great  Pee Dee

River as it  is created using rain-on-grid in a 2D model. The statewide coverage will reach more end

users and provide a unique product  in comparison to the alternatives.

SC Flood IM PACT website was then augmented to include these inundat ion boundary extents and

water depth rasters. Advantages for SCDOT include ident ifying areas that are at  risk for flooding prior

to the storm arriving. SCDOT could then determine which measures need to be taken to keep specific

roads open, create and dist ribute maps of areas forecasted to flood, and ut ilize potent ial flood

impacts to determine where to stage resources.
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5.1 Project Deliverables

The scope of services out lined for this project  include the following:

 Task 1: Develop a mapping library of at  least  10 recurrence storm events using 2D modeling

for Lit t le Pee Dee Watershed,

 Task 2: Develop a mapping library of at  least  10 recurrence storm events using 2D modeling

for Lumber Watershed,

 Task 3: QA/ QC of 2D mapping products,

 Task 4: Associated programming required to upload mapping libraries to SC Flood IM PACT

website,

 Task 5: Provide SCDOT with elevated access to SC Flood IM PACT website,

 Task 6: Draft  Final Report,

 Task 7: Final Report , and

 Task 8: At tend in person/ virtual coordinat ion meet ings as needed.

All project  deliverables were achieved and, in many cases, exceeded. For the mapping libraries, at

least  10 recurrence storm events (scenarios) were created for each watershed. Flood maps were

generated in the form of riverine flooding boundary polygons and flood depth rasters.
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6.  Conclusion, Recommendations, and Implementation

6.1  Conclusions

The Lit t le Pee Dee and Lumber inundat ion raster libraries were created to be displayed on the SC

Flood IM PACT website.  This website provides state and local officials, as well as the public, with a

reliable and accessible resource to communicate flood hazards and identify areas at  risk of flooding.

Providing this informat ion days in advance of the arrival of a large magnitude storm will aid

government  agencies and their partners with emergency response.  As a result  of the inundat ion

library, flood inundation maps will no longer need to be created on an event-by-event  basis. For the

Lit t le Pee Dee and Lumber watersheds, instantaneous forecast  inundat ion maps will automat ically

display on the website up to 84 hours in advance of forecasted storm events.  The forecast  of 84 hours

is based on precipitat ion data produced by the ECM WF.  The forecast  is updated every three hours.

Completion of the first  phase of  this project  has set  a precedent  for the state of  South Carolina. It  is

hopeful that with future funding, SC Flood IM PACT will cont inue to propel the State as one of the

leading states in the country for flood awareness and preparedness.

6.2  Recommendations

While Phase 1 of SC Flood IM PACT is complete, it  is only the beginning of providing South Carolina

with an innovat ive flood alert  system. M oving into Phase 2, the following considerat ions are

recommended to further enhance the features provided by SC Flood IM PACT:

 M it igat ion Planning Tool – allows the user to display and compare various storm scenarios,

including up to 10 annual chance storm events as well as hindcast historic events (such as

2018 Hurricane Florence).

 Funding for calibrat ion and verificat ion of collected storm events.  The more storm events

that occur, the more stored data to compare the forecasted predict ion to the actual

occurrence. This will further refine SC Flood IM PACT’s precision in forecast ing the actual

rainfall event .  Shared verification informat ion from SCDOT would also be very useful. For

example, when SCDOT sends personnel to check if a road is flooded, informat ion (such as

USGS high water marks) could be ut ilized to improve SC Flood IM PACT.

 Inclusion of addit ional informat ion for SCDOT regarding st ructures. SCDOT could provide

survey informat ion in the form of a spreadsheet  list ing the freeboard and low chords for

specific st ructures. This informat ion could indicate which bridges and roads would be

inundated during a storm event  and warrant  closure to ensure public safety.

 Hydrographs could be created at USGS act ive Gauges, Rapid Deployment  Gauges, select  road

crossings, and other areas of interest.
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 The following informat ion from SCDOT could be used to assist  with verificat ion/ calibrat ion

and improve the modeling results used in SC Flood IM PACT:

o Photographs of flooded st ructures that  could be used on the website. This includes old

photos that  can be related to a date to match to an event  in the library.

 Produce specialized reports containing informat ion such as the water surface elevat ions at

bridges, how many roads are impacted by flooding, how many buildings are predicted to

flood, etc.

Further funding for addit ional riverine and coastal modeling areas and/ or website features not

listed above are needed to grow SC Flood IM PACT. Further discussion on how  SCDOT would like

to modify and improve SC Flood IM PACT is encouraged.

6.3  Implementation Plan

The flood frequency raster libraries for the Lit t le Pee Dee and Lumber watersheds were generated

and uploaded to the SC Flood IM PACT website which met  the requirements of the deliverables.

SC Flood IM PACT is operational and the next steps towards implementat ion are for SCDOT to sign up

for user access and become familiarized with the website features via t raining.
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8.  Appendices

8.1 Appendix A – Black Watershed and Charleston Coastal

Inundation Libraries

8.1.1  Black Watershed Flood M aps

Black Watershed was the first  HUC 8 area chosen for SC Flood IM PACT and was funded by a HM GP

awarded to SCDNR.

On SC Flood IM PACT, Black watershed will automat ically display if a storm event  is forecasted to

occur within 84 hours. The forecasted flooding map presented on the website is updated every

three hours.

For the general public, the flood maps will be presented as a solid boundary layer containing flood

depths of one foot  or greater.  For users with elevated access (such as SCDOT and SCDNR), the flood

maps will display depths of flooding in increments of one to two feet , up to a depth of 19 feet , see

Figure 8.

Figure 8. Black Watershed Flooding Extent (SC Flood IM PACT website)
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8.1.2  Charleston Coastal /  Tidal Flood M aps

The HM GP grant  also provided funding for coastal flooding maps for the coast of Charleston County.

NOAA’s coastal informat ion was ut ilized to produce a t idal flooding boundary layer (shown in Figure

9  for the coast of Charleston County. The forecasted flooding extents are updated every six hours.

The boundary layer shows only the flooding extents.

Figure 9. Charleston Coastal Flooding Extent (SC Flood IM PACT website)

8.1.3  Website Storm Event Exercise

Regarding forecasting, the website was online start ing February 2021, and contained the pilot  areas

Black Watershed and the Charleston county coastline.  For Black watershed, the first  applicable storm

occurred around February 26, 2021 entailing about three inches of rainfall within 24 hours (1-year

storm event). Upon performing verificat ion of the forecasted rainfall and USGS gauge discharges, the

findings were mixed as the forecasted rainfall was less than one inch and the forecasted riverine flows

were significantly higher than actual. If the forecast predicted the actual three inches of rain instead

of one inch, then the forecasted water surface elevat ions of SC Flood IMPACT would have been within
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a couple of tenths of a foot  of the actual results at  USGS gauges. This first  test  proved the need for

the verificat ion of forecasts and the dependence the system places upon them. While the first  storm

was not  perfectly mapped, the main goal of the pilot  was to develop the infrast ructure that  will

improve precision over t ime. As the shortfalls of this first storm were addressed, the next  storm could

bring addit ional adjustments to consider.
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8.2  Appendix B - Summary of Website Features

SC Flood IM PACT website contains several elements including:

 forecasted flooding for riverine and coastal areas,

 displaying gauge flood status,

 ident ifying potent ially flooded buildings,

 ability to print forecasted flood maps and flood alerts, and

 providing effect ive and preliminary riverine and coastal data for downloading (since M ap

M odernizat ion).

SC Flood IM PACT home page (see Figure 10) allows the user to navigate to two main pages:

1.) Floodplain M ap Viewer, and

2.) Flood Inundat ion /  Alerts Viewer.

Each of these opt ions contains addit ional features that  are discussed in the sect ions below.

Figure 10. SC Flood IM PACT M ain Page (SC Flood IM PACT website: www.scfloodimpact.com)

8.2.1  Floodplain M ap Viewer Features

The purpose of the floodplain map viewer is to display FEM A FIRM  informat ion and provide users with

effective data from FEM A’s NFIP.
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8.2.1.1  FEM A FIRM  Information

Effective, Preliminary and map changes since last  FIRM informat ion for the ent ire state of South

Carolina is available for the user to pan around and navigate (see Figure 11 below).  If desired, the

user can type in a specific address or click direct ly on the map to view the following:

 Flood zones (e.g. Zone A, AE, VE, and X),

 Cross sect ions,

 Coastal Transects,

 Effective floodplain boundaries,

 Preliminary floodplain boundaries,

 M ap changes since last  FIRM , and

 Effect ive FIRM  panel numbers (such as 45067C0137E shown in the figure below).
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Figure 11. Effective Floodplain Boundaries in M arion County (SC Flood IM PACT website)

8.2.1.2  National Flood Insurance Program Data

All recent and future FEM A NFIP studies will be uploaded and stored on SC Flood IM PACT for public

and/ or governmental use.  Please note that SC Flood IM PACT only contains engineering models for

riverine studies that  ut ilized more recent  hydraulic modeling programs such as HEC-RAS. Requests for

any model produced prior  to the state entering the Cooperat ing Technical Partners (CTP) Agreement

should contact  FEM A direct ly.

The informat ion available for download includes:

 Effect ive hydraulic engineering models,

 Summary of M ap Act ions (SOMA’s),

 Flood Insurance Studies (FIS), and

 Effect ive coastal data such as Wave Height  Analysis for Flood Insurance Studies (WHAFIS),

t ransects, Intermediate Data Submissions (IDS) 4 and 5 reports, and runup and overtopping.

8.2.2  Flood Inundation /  Alerts Viewer Features

The purpose of the Flood Inundat ion /  Alerts Viewer is to allow users to view, report , and receive

flood alert  informat ion. There are numerous features that  will be available to both the public and

state government  officials in regards to emergency planning and evacuation. These features are

discussed in the sections below.

8.2.2.1  Riverine Flood M aps

Riverine flooding for Lit t le Pee Dee and Lumber watersheds will automat ically display if a storm

event  is forecasted to occur within 84 hours. The forecasted flooding map presented on the website

is updated every three hours.

For the general public, the flood maps will be presented as a solid boundary layer containing flood

depths of one foot  or greater.  For users with elevated access (such as SCDOT and SCDNR), the flood

maps will display depths of flooding in increments of one to two feet , up to a depth of 19 feet .

8.2.2.2  Reporting Incidents

There are numerous types of incidents that the public can report.  Users can click a specific locat ion

in South Carolina and fill out the report  form (Figure 12) including adding an at tachment such as a

photo of  an impassible road due to flooding or a downed powerline.
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Figure 12. Incident Report Form (SC Flood IM PACT website)

Incidents will be reviewed by an administ rator before being uploaded to the website.  This feature is

not intended to replace exist ing reporting state agency tools. It  is more tailored for informat ional

purposes only. Figure 13 illust rates how incidents will appear on the website.
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Figure 13. Reportable Incidents surrounding City of Georgetown (SC Flood IM PACT website)

8.2.2.3  Gauges

SC Flood IM PACT displays the current  flooding status of all SERFC gauges in South Carolina

represented by shape and color, see Figure 14.

 Shape

o t riangle - represents an increase or rising of flood levels

o inverted triangle - represents a decrease or falling of flood levels

o square - represents a constant  level of flooding

 Color

o Purple – M ajor Flood Stage

o Red – M oderate Flood Stage

o Orange – M inor Flood Stage

o Yellow – Action Flood Stage

o White – No informat ion or no act ion flood stage
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Figure 14. Flood Status Levels at Gauges (SC Flood IM PACT website)

By clicking on forecasted gauges, addit ional informat ion will display such as the current  and

forecasted stages, and a chart  with flood elevat ions associated with each flood status (action, minor,

moderate, and major status) as shown in Figure 15 below.
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Figure 15. Flood Information at Forecasted Gauge ID ORBS1 (SC Flood IM PACT website)

8.2.2.4  Flooded Buildings

Building footprints are another feature available on SC Flood IM PACT (see Figure 16).  During flooding

events, buildings will be illust rated in red to indicate their potential risk of flooding.  This feature was

included to assist  in search and rescue. Building footprints were provided by M icrosoft (data acquired

from 2012 to 2020).
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Figure 16. Building Flooding Depths (SC Flood IM PACT website)

8.2.2.5  Radar

Rainfall radar informat ion is a useful feature that can be toggled on and off. Radar data was provided

by the Nat ional Weather Service. Figure 17 below illustrates the radar on the website.
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Figure 17. SC Flood IM PACT Radar (SC Flood IM PACT website)

8.2.2.6  Boat Ramps

Freshwater and saltwater boat ramp database and locat ions were provided by SCDNR (see Figure

18). Users can interact ively click on a specific boat ramp to gather addit ional informat ion such as the

owner, surrounding water body, and current  status of the ramp (open or closed).
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Figure 18. Boat Ramps surrounding Georgetown County (SC Flood IM PACT website)

8.2.2.7  Evacuation Routes

Evacuat ion Routes are also provided for cit izens who reside in the lower half of the state (see Figure

19). This layer was provided by SCDNR.
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Figure 19. South Carolina Evacuation Routes (SC Flood IM PACT website)

8.2.3  Creating and Exporting Exhibits

In both the ‘Floodplain Map Viewer’ and ‘Flood Inundat ion /  Alerts Viewer’ navigat ion panes, the

user can create and export  exhibits for individual use. Figure 20 below is an example of an exhibit  of

the effect ive floodplain boundaries for M arion County.
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Figure 20. M arion County Effective Floodplain Boundaries Exhibit (SC Flood IM PACT website)

Figure 21 is an example of an exhibit  created in the Flood Inundat ion /  Alerts Viewer navigat ion

pane. This figure also depicts gauges, boat  ramps, and a flooding incident .
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Figure 21. Charleston County Flooding Exhibit (SC Flood IM PACT website)


